Abstract. -This paper presents new orbits for two visual double stars COU 247 (CCDM 00095+1907) and ADS 3672 (STT 95, CCDM 05055+1948) and a revised orbit for ADS 15182 (A 772, CCDM 21395+3009) computed by the Thiele-van den Bos method.
Introduction
This paper presents orbits for three visual double stars. In each case, the method of Thiele-van den Bos was applied using three fundamental points and the double of the areal constant value. For the computation of the orbital elements, a programme made by O. Nys (1983) was employed. For all the three stars, the position angles have been corrected to the equinox of 2000.0. The dynamical parallax and masses were computed using Baize-Romani method (1946) .
COU 247 (CCDM 00095+1907)
With an arc of 45
• covered by the observations, this star does not show a well curved motion in its apparent orbit. However, surprisingly the graphs of θ(t) and ρ(t) showed a good consistency with the Kepler's third law.
The three fundamental points and the double of the areal constant value were: The dynamical parallax, the masses, and ephemerides are given in Table 1 .
ADS 3672 (STT 95, CCDM 05055+1948)
The observations extended from 1843 till 1991 (about 150 years) and cover an arc of about 60
• . Although the observations show a great dispersion, the relative motion of the components is well marked. The secondary has been moving away from the primary since the first observation.
Retaining the following three fundamental points and the double of the areal constant value: and after additional empirical corrections ∆ Ω = +1
• and ∆ T = −1 yr brought to Ω and T , the final orbital elements obtained were:
760.34 i 100.
• 7 A 0. 0985 T 1833.68 Ω2000 6.
• 6 F 3. 0111 a 3. 03 ω 272.
• 9 B 0. 5732 e 0.97 G 0. 2654
It appeared difficult to obtain a much better orbit than this very eccentric one except if one accepts a higher value of eccentricity. Using thus the Thiele-van den BosDommanget (TBD) method (Dommanget 1978 (Dommanget , 1981 , a hyperbolic orbit was obtained showing also a good representation of the observations. The dynamical parallax, the masses, and the ephemerides are given in Table 2 .
ADS 15182 (A 772, CCDM 21395+3009)
• 09 , m 9.2-9.6 , Sp A5
A first orbit for this star has been computed by Baize (1981) , but the recent observations show a great departure from the calculated values. Therefore, a new orbit has been determined. The observations cover an arc of 150
• , showing a very well-curved motion.
There are strong discrepancies of some recent (1973.47, 1977.58, 1978.62, 1981.70, 1984.82 ) observations due to the small value in angular separation. Their large (O-C) do not agree with the other observations and their departure from their mean is unavoidable.
An orbit has been computed using the following three fundamental points and the double of the areal constant value: which yielded a dynamical parallax, masses and ephemerides given in Table 3 . From the ephemerides, it can be seen that the components are moving fast. During the next few years they will reach their minimum value in angular separation. It will thus be urgent to put this pair on programmes with the speckle techniques.
